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The study of infrastructural systems, their assumptions, and their exclusions has
been a staple of science and technology studies for over 20 years. Foundational
work in the 1980s and 1990s by the late Susan Leigh Star set the scene for how to
examine these otherwise submerged systems (Star and Ruhleder 1996; Star 1999).
This work brought historian Thomas Hughes’s work on sociotechnical systems
into new terrain (Hughes 1983), with especial attention to how such large-scale,
ubiquitous, and submerged systems could be productively analyzed as sites of
contestation, of practice, and of power. Geof Bowker’s concept of the “infrastructural inversion” (Bowker 1994) and later their coauthored book Sorting Things Out
(Bowker and Star 1999) demonstrated this analytical technique for a new generation
of STS scholars already well versed in the politics of technology and actor-network
theory.
In many ways, the study of infrastructure is a perfect starting point for analyzing aspects of the Internet and digital technologies, which rely upon a sprawling,
networked backbone of hardware, software, and invisible technicians. This sense
that infrastructure must matter to digital systems is itself a product of the intellectual and institutional overlaps between Star and her colleagues, based in computer science departments and information schools in the United States in the
1990s. From this location, infrastructural scholars continue to speak frequently
and clearly alongside system designers and builders, contributing to computer science conferences like computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) and establishing parameters for design (for more on this history, see Vertesi et al. 2016). The
recent success of “cyberinfrastructure” studies in STS and in CSCW speaks to
this enduring crossover among generations of Bowker and Star’s students (see,
for instance, Bietz and Lee 2009; Ribes 2014; Ribes and Finholt 2009; Jackson et
al. 2011; Millerand and Baker 2010). Given the extant influence of such theories
and framings in existing studies of Internet technologies, it is no surprise that
many chapters in this volume draw on this STS concern with infrastructure and
its discontents.
The chapters in this section all address infrastructural systems in different
ways, participating in sustained STS attention to the often-invisible sociotechnical
systems that influence scientific and daily life. Since tracing the enormity of cyber-
systems is a difficult task, they instead attend to points of encounter and practice
wherein individuals confront, contest, or otherwise deploy networked systems.
For instance, seeking to move from discussing infrastructure to understanding
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infrastructures in use, Sawyer and colleagues advance the concept of “infrastructural competency.” They examine how mobile workers such as real estate agents
and architects must develop fluency with multiple infrastructural nodes, materials, hardware, and software systems in order to achieve their very mobility.
Competency is locally performed as a “goal-oriented practice” as individuals
thread together text messages, mobile Internet access, car seat file cabinets, even
portable fax machines to produce seamless client interactions and accomplish
their work. Centered in infrastructural studies, this essay speaks eloquently
from the continuing, fruitful dialog between STS and CSCW at the information
schools.
In contrast to instances of infrastructural competence, Singh et al.’s chapter on
GPS systems in use focuses on instances of problem solving, getting lost, and situational repair. The authors examine how individuals manage digital “instructed
actions” as practical, situated achievement. This draws on a different yet synergistic stream of analysis in science studies from that of infrastructures: ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967). The authors use this approach, advanced in STS by
scholars like Lucy Suchman and Michael Lynch (Suchman 2006; Lynch 1991), to
demonstrate how digital media “reconfigure” the relationship between maps and
journeys through the simple use of a GPS-enabled smartphone.
These examples treat everyday digital systems, but what of systems in the sciences and industry? Addressing the “politics of digital infrastructure,” Parmiggiani
and Monteiro analyze a Norwegian web portal designed to carefully balance various stakeholder needs and identities in an oil-drilling region. Situated amid environmental advocates, scientists, and the NorthOil company, the “in-the-making”
status of the web portal–cum–sensor network keeps the status of debates about
climate change, science, and business interests open to enable conversation between constitutive groups. Doris Allhutter, like Singh et al., departs from the classic infrastructural lens, deploying the analytical framework of ontologies in her
case. Examining a computational system that itself categorizes computational ontologies, Allhutter uses changes in the sociotechnical system to show how system
engineers perform ontological work in the world, then deftly uses the example to
speak back to STS theorizing about ontology itself (i.e., Mol 2002; Thompson 2007;
Woolgar and Lezaun 2013).
Analyzing infrastructures in case studies is one way to understand their power
and potency for sense making, sensing and confronting them in the wild is another. In their “techno-imaginative setup” of the Energy Walk, Winthereik and colleagues explore the “imaginative dimensions of infrastructures” by building and
installing a digital system that guides individuals on a walking tour through a
northern Danish village. They describe the system as an emergent infrastructure
“for making relations within and between” elements of the environment, its publics, and the researchers themselves. As a result of this makerly approach, the authors suggest that STS scholars and practitioners come to view digital systems as
“unruly research participants” in their sites. With such a range of theoretical and
practical ways of attending to this classic topic in science and technology studies,
as well as a wide range of contemporary examples, these chapters on infrastructure offer productive pathways for STS scholars wherever their theoretical and
empirical sympathies may lie.
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